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Abstract
We report the fabrication and characterization of photonic structures using tapered optical
nanofibers. Thanks to the extension of the evanescent electromagnetic field outside of the nanofiber
two types of devices can be built: a ring interferometer and a knot resonator.We propose a general
approach to predict the properties of these structures using the linear coupling theory. In addition, we
describe a new source of birefringence due to the ovalization of a nanofiber under strong bending,
known inmechanical engineering as the Brazier effect.

1. Introduction

Due to their low losses, opticalfibers are undoubtedly amediumof choice to transport optical information,
making them critical to current telecommunication networks and to the future quantum internet [1]. However
collecting a specific state of light, for example a single photon in afiberwith a good coupling efficiency is not an
easy task. A typical way to couple light into afiber is to place the emitter directly at one end of afiberwith or
without additional optical elements [2]. An alternative approach recently raised significant interest, by collecting
light from the side of afiber [3, 4]. Indeed, stretching the fiber diameter down to thewavelength scale allows for a
coupling between the fiber guidedmode and an emitter in its vicinity [5]. In such a nanofiber, the fundamental
propagatingmode has a significant evanescent component at the glass/air interface, which allows for interacting
with emitters on the surface [3, 4, 6–10].

Collection efficiency is limited so far to 22.0%±4.8% for a bare nanofiber [6].Maximizing this coupling is
a challenging task as it requires simultaneously afine-tuning of the fiber size and the largest possible cross-
section for the emitter. To render this ‘injection by the side’ techniquemore attractive, the collection efficiency
has to be increased. One approach to do so is to enhance the effective light–matter interaction. It is commonly
done by reducing themode volume using confinedmodes of the electromagnetic field rather than propagating
modes. It leads, via the Purcell effect, to an increase of the spontaneous emissionwithin the nanofiber confined
mode and therefore to an increase of the emitter-fiber coupling [11]. A detailedmodel predictsmore than 90%
collection efficiency if one adds an optical cavity ofmoderatefinesse to the nanofiber [11]. Diverse strategies
have been investigated to do so.One is to fabricate twomirrors directly in the fiber to add a Fabry–Perot cavity
within the nanofiber itself [12]. This strategy requires advanced nanofabricationmethods such as femtosecond
laser ablation tomodify thefiber index. Using a Talbot interferometer, it has been possible to fabricate twofiber
Bragg gratings and form an optical cavity with a transmission of 87% for afinesse of 39 [12]. A similar strategy,
called nanofiber Bragg cavity, where a focused ion beammills the nanofiber to createmirrors has shown a
Purcell factor and coupling efficiency of 19.1% and 82% respectively [13, 14]. Another solution relies on
coupling the nanofiberwith awhispering gallerymode resonatorwith very high quality factor up to 109 [15, 16].
With this strategy, at the difference of previous ones, the cavity is exterior to the nanofiber.
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In this article, we study an alternative approach, particularly interesting because it does not involve
nanofabrication capabilities. The idea is to loop the nanofiber in order to directly create a cavity thanks to the
evanescent coupling. Such cavities have been obtained in the telecom range at 1.5microns usingmicrofiberwith
afinesse up to 20 [17, 18]. Here we demonstrate the first experimental implementation of this approach in the
visible range using afiber tapered to the nanoscale whilemaintaining a similarfinesse. This is an important step
becausemost of the efficient single-photon emitters work in the visible range. Comparedwith other nanofiber
cavities, our knot structure gives a significant smallmode volume(≈50 μm3) and free spectral rangeΔυFSR
in THz. For example, the nanofiber cavity with twofiber Bragg gratings [19] has amode volume of about
2.6×104 μm3. The nanofiber cavity with fiber beam splitter gives a bigmode volume according to the cavity
length ofmore than twometers [20]. The nanofiber Bragg cavity has the smallestmode volume among the
achievedmethods for nanofiber based cavity [14], themode volume is 1 μm3,which is achievedwith a
fabrication process farmore demanding than ours.

Moreover, using the linear coupling theory, we present a generalizedmodel for two complementary
geometries: twisted and knotted loops, illustrating the crucial role of the topology of the loop formed.While the
twisted loop is found towork as a Sagnac interferometer, the nanofiber knot behaves as a Fabry–Perotmicro-
resonator.

In addition, we report here a novel source of birefringence for nanoscale tapered fiber. In suchmicron-size
structures the nanofiber region is put under strong bending constraints and therefore this induces an ovalization
of its transverse section, known as the Brazier effect inmechanical engineering [21].We have estimated that this
ovalization leads to a substantial difference in the effective refractive index similar to the thewell-known stress
induced birefringence [22].

2. Effective coupling theory approach

Themanufacturing of nanofibers is a well-controlled process, and it is possible to fabricate fibers with a diameter
down to 200 nm [5, 23]. At this size, only the core of thefiber remains, and the surrounding air acts as a cladding.
Consequently, there is a strong evanescent field extending around the surface of the nanofiber. The fundamental
mode does not correspond anymore to the standard linearly polarizedmode LP01. Nevertheless, usingMaxwell’s
equations the correct propagatingmode profile can be precisely characterized [24].Wewill consider singlemode
air-cladding nanofibers only, that is, nanofibers inwhich the fundamentalmodeHE11 is the only propagating

solution [24]. This is the case if the normalized frequencyVwith º -V ka n 12 is lower than the cutoff
normalized frequencyVc=2.405, where k is thewavevector, a is thefiber radius, and n is thefiber index.

We have bent and twistedmanually such nanofibers with great care to realize twominiaturized optical
setups: afiber loop and afiber knot (figure 1). The common feature of these two structures is that they both
present a sectionwhere the two parts of the nanofiber touch each other as shownonfigure 1.However, fiber
knots andfiber loops are topologically distinct, as it will be detailed later.

Given the strong evanescent field of the propagatingmode, the contact between different nanofiber regions
leads to a coupling between theHE11 propagatingmodes. Tomodel this coupling, let us consider two parallel

Figure 1.Optical nanofiber structures. (a)Nanofiber twisted loop: opticalmicroscope image. (b), Sagnac interferometer equivalent
optical setup: the light emerging from the portAout consists of two reflections or two transmissions of the light from incident portAin

through the beamsplitter. (c)Nanofiber knotted loop: scanning electronmicroscope image. (d) Fabry–Perot ring resonator equivalent
optical setup: light coming fromAin that is not directly reflected toAout by the beam splitter, is trapped in the cavity formed by the
beam splitter and themirrors.
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nanofibers nearby to each other, as represented infigure 2. In this scheme, the twofibers exchange energy in the
contact region of length zwith coupling coefficientκ. Therefore, given the input amplitudesA0 andB0 the
output amplitudes are:

k k= -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A z A z B zcos i sin 10 0

k k= -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )B z B z A zcos i sin . 20 0

The coupling coefficientκ depends on the overlap of the coupledmodes [22]:
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whereN1 is the refractive index distribution for thefiber 1,Ei andHi are respectively the electric andmagnetic
components of themodes propagating in the nanofiber labeled i,uz is the unitary vector directed toward the
propagation direction andω thefield frequency.

According to equations (1) and (2), we can regard the light going through thefiber 1 as transmitted, and the
light going from fiber 1 tofiber 2 as reflected. The system acts as a beam-splitter of transmission coefficient

k= ( )t zcos , and reflection coefficient k= - ( )r zi sin . For example, when the systemhas an inputA0=1 and
B0=0, the output intensities appear to be k=∣ ( )∣ ( )A z zcos2 2 and k=∣ ( )∣ ( )B z zsin2 2 , and complete power
transfer occurs whenκz=(2p+1)π/2, p being an integer. Consequently the quantityπ/2κ is equivalent to a
coupling length.

Interestingly the orientation of the effective beam splitter depends on the topology of the structure. In the
case of the twisted loop represented infigure 1(b), the beam splitter is equivalent to a Sagnac interferometer
allowing for only one lap in the structure.Whereas in the case of the knot (figure 1(d)), the effective beam splitter
allows formultiple laps inside the setup and therefore is equivalent to a ring resonator.

Asmentioned above, we place ourselves in conditions under which only one propagatingmode exists: HE11.
To estimate the coupling coefficientκ, we computed equation (3) using the exact profile ofmodesHE11 [24]. In
order to study the coupling coefficient dependence on the polarization, we assume that nanofibers are identical
and in contact at (0, 0) on x–y plane, as shown in figure 3(a), and that the light is linearly polarized in onefiber,
whereas it is circularly polarized in the other one.

Thefield density in the transverse section in this configuration is presented infigure 3(b).We numerically
calculated the coupling strength as a function of the fiber diameter averaged over the polarization degree of
freedom k k= á ñj¯ , wherej is the angle of the polarization vector with the x axis. Results are presented in
figure 4(a).We see that k̄ decays exponentially with the fiber diameter. The larger thefibers are, the smaller their
evanescent part of the field is. This decay is exponential so it is for the overlap of thefields. This strong
dependency illustrates well the general interest toworkwithfiber at subwavelength scale rather than
micrometric scale. Focusing nowon the polarization dependency of the coupling strengthwe show two cases in
figure 3(b) : (i) the polarization of the linearly polarized field infiber 2 is along the x axis (along the direction that
connects the centers of the twofibers) (j=0) (upper panels offigure 3(b)) and (ii) the polarization of the
linearly polarized field infiber 2 is normal to the x axis (j=π/2) (lower panels of figure 3(b)). For both cases the
field density is presented for the linearly polarized field infiber 2 (left panels), for the circularly polarized field in
fiber 1 (central panels) and for their overlap * ·E E1 2 appearing in equation (3), where
* * * *= + +· · · ·E E E E E E E Ex x y y z z1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 . The results shown are for afiber diameter of 500 nmand

wavelength of 800 nm.We see that even if the overlap intensity distribution is different fromone case to the
other, their averagemagnitude and then the coupling coefficient are similar in the two cases as shown in
figure 3(b).

Actually, the coupling coefficientκ is found to be only slightly dependent on the polarization. This variation
depends on thefiber diameter, as visible in the b panel offigure 4 but leads to amarginal relative change. In the
realization of the nanofiber twisted loop below, we use afiber diameter of 500 nm forwhich the relative change is
estimated to be less than±3%.This is illustrated infigure 4(a) by the colored region surrounding themean

Figure 2. Schematic of codirectional couplers.A0 andB0 are the amplitude of electricfields at the input of the twofibers. The outputs
of eachfiber are labelledA(z) andB(z).
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coupling strength k̄, corresponding to the amplitude of the variationwith respect to the polarization. Given that,
we can reasonably neglect the effect due to polarization and approximate k k» ¯ .

3.Nanofiber interferometer

We realized an optical nanofiber by pulling a commercial single-mode fiber to reach a 500nmdiameter over a
length of 1mmfollowing [25]. The transition between the commercial singlemode fiber and the singlemode
nanofiber is adiabatic and its transmission is over 95% [26].

Tomake a twisted loop structure presented infigure 1(a), we firstmake a ring in the nanofiber region. Then,
byfixing one side of the nanofiber, and rotating the other side, we can slowly increase the length of the entwined
part. This is a well-knownmechanical phenomenon studied inmany contexts [27]. Increased torsionwill reduce
the size of the loop and bend it locally. At some point the bending exceeds the fiber tolerance and it breaks. In the
experiment we carefully choose to remain below this threshold.

With this geometry, the system corresponds to a Sagnac interferometer. As represented infigure 1(b), light
propagating towards the loopfinds two counter-propagating optical paths. After the entwined region, part of the
light is transferred into the clockwise path (red arrow)with a coefficient of r, whereas the remaining propagates

Figure 3. Field distribution and overlap for two adjacent nanofibers (fiber radius a=250 nm). (a), The centers of two nanofibers are
located on axis y=0. Fiber 1 is located at position (a, 0), andfiber 2 is located at (−a, 0). (b), The light in the fiber 2 corresponds to an
HE11 and linearly polarized as visible in the left panel (upper left panel for the horizontally polarized and lower left panel for vertically
polarized). The field is circularly polarized infiber 1 as visible in the central panels. Right panels represent the overlap between the two
fields directly related to the coupling strengthκ given in equation (3).

Figure 4. (a)Coupling coefficientκ (at 800 nm) between nanofibers with varying diameter and averaged over the polarization degree
of freedom. The colored area refers to the amplitude of the variationwith the polarization. (b)Relative change of the coupling
coefficient as a function of the polarization angle with a fiber diameter varying from500 to 900 nm.
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along the anti-clockwise pathwith a coefficient of t. This two beams propagate separately accumulating a phase
of be Li r , whereβ is the propagation constant, and Lr is the length of the ring. Then, both paths interfere back into
the entwined region, which acts as a beam-splitter, as represented infigure 1(b). The amplitude of output
electromagnetic field can bewritten as:

= + b[ ] ( )A r t Ae , 4L
out

2 2 i
0

r

with k= ( )t zcos , and k= - ( )r zi sin , as shown above, which leads to the following transmittance for the
device:

= = +∣ ∣ ( )T
A

A
r t . 5int

out

0

2
2 2 2

Asmentioned above, we control the length of the coupling region by varying the torsion applied on the
nanofiber, which ultimately tunes the reflection and transmission coefficients of our device. Appliedmechanical
stress will be translated into an optical response, from reflective to transmissive.

To probe the system transmittancewe use afiber-coupled linearly polarized super-continuous white laser
(NKTPhotonics SuperKCOMPACT). The laser beam is coupled into the singlemode fiber (SM800)with the
twisted nanofiber region in themiddle. The output signal is sent to a spectrometer. Figure 5(a) shows amap of
the transmission spectrum through the nanofiber twisted loop structure as a function of the entwined
region size.

To understand the spectrumobtained for a given entwined region length, also presented infigures 5(c) and
(d) in blue, one has to note thatwhen the fiber diameter isfixed, the extension of the evanescent part of the field
increases with thewavelength. Accordingly the coupling strengthκ and so the effective reflection coefficient r
change too as shownby the red curves in figures 5(c) and (d). In consequence, the spectrum for afixed coupling
length leads to the interference pattern visible infigure 5 and agrees with our description of the device as an
interferometer.Moreover, increasing the coupling length leads to a shift of the interference to smaller
wavelengths. Infigure 5(b)we represent the samemap as in figure 5(a), calculated from equation (3). Despite the
variability ofmany experimental parameters, our theoreticalmodel shows good agreementwith the
experimental data, This agreement can be verified quantitatively in panel c and d, wherewe show themeasured
(blue) and calculated (red) spectrum for a coupling length of respectively 75 μmand 100 μmwith no adjustable
parameters.

Figure 5.Transmission spectrum through twisted loop structure. (a) and (b)Experimental data andnumerical simulation of the
transmission spectrumof broad light source through the nanofiber interferometer as a function of the wavelength and coupling
distance. (c) and (d)Experimental data (blue) and numerical simulation (red) of the transmission spectrum for an entwined length of
75 μm (panel c) and 100 μm (panel d) respectively. The experiment data shown are smoothed using rloessmethodswith a span of 1%.
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4.Nanofiber resonator

Optical ring resonators can havemany applications, such as optical add-drop filters,modulation, switching and
dispersion compensation devices. To fabricate the knot structure from a tapered fiber, as presented in
figure 1(c), we carefullymade a large knot centered on the nanofiber region and by precise control of the spacing
between the two displacement platforms used to pull thefiber, we can decrease the diameter of the knot to tens
ofmicrometers (≈30 μm). As in the case of the twisted loop, the knotted loop induced an important bending of
the nanofiber. Accurate control of the size of the knot allows us to avoid breaking it.

With this geometry, the system acts as a resonator. As represented infigure 1(d), the light injected in the
device will either be directly reflected to the output with a coefficient r, or transmitted in the loopwith a
coefficient t. In contrast with the twisted loop, there is only one optical pathwithin the loop.Moreover, the light
circulating inside the knotwill split again everytime it passes through the coupling region: somewill go to the
output, the rest will stay inside the knot.We represent in figure 1(d) the corresponding optical setup. It is
remarkable that the change of the topology of the loop formed, twisted or knotted, completely changes the
behavior of the device. Schematically, passing fromone device to the other one is equivalent to rotating by 90°
the beam splittermimicking the fiber coupling region as presented infigures 1(b) and (d).

Along the propagation in a loop, the field undergoes losses with a rate ρ due to scattering. Infigure 6(a)we
present an opticalmicroscopy image of the knotted loopwhen light is propagating on the nanofiberwith a 630
nmdiameter. Bright spots on thefiber are due to the scattering of imperfections on the fiber surface. Given the
significant evanescent component of thefield, any defects located close to the surface will strongly scatter the
propagating light. However,most of the losses come from the knotted region itself as visible infigure 6(a). They
would drastically be reduced in a clean room environment. Indeed, whenwe fabricate the knotmanually, the

Figure 6.Transmission spectrum through a knot structure. (a) Image of the nanofiber knot recorded by an opticalmicroscope. (b)
Experimental transmission spectrumof a broad light source through the nanofiber resonator as a function of the wavelength. (c)
Calculated transmittance of the devices as given in equation (7). (d) Left axis is the reflectance of the contact zone and right axis is the
visibility of resonance betweenwavelength 0.68 and 0.9 μm.WemeasureΔυFSR=2.214 THz.
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knotwas gradually tightened into small size. Thus, the entwined region sweeps several centimeters offiber.
Impurities on the surface are blocked by the knot and inevitably accumulate there.

After one lap in the loopwe have r¢ = - b( )B t B1 e L
0

i 2
0

k , where Lk is the length of the ring. Assuming the
reflection coefficient k= - ( )r zi sin and transmission coefficient k= ( )t zcos , thenwe get the equation giving
the amplitude of the electromagnetic field at the output:

r r r= + - + - + - +b b b [ ( ) ( ) ( ) ] ( )A A r t t r t r1 e 1 e 1 e 6L L L
out 0

2 i 2 2 2i 3 2 2 3ik k k
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In contrast to the nanofiber interferometer case, the size of the loop plays amajor role here as it dictates the
amount of phase accumulated after one lap in the device. Optical resonances appearwhen the light traversing the
loop accumulates a phase integermultiple of 2π.

To characterize the systemwe use the same setup as for the twisted loop. Figure 6(b) is the transmission
spectrumof the knot for a given diameter.Within the spectrum region (≈700 to≈950 nm), many fine peaks are
observed, revealing the resonant wavelengths.

Infigure 6(c), we present the calculated transmission spectrum,which agrees well with the experimental
data, for its threemain features. Firstly, thewide spectral Gaussian envelop; this ismeasured beforehand by
recording the spectrumof our laser transmitted through afiberwithout the loop. TheGaussian envelop is
observed due to the joint of two effect. In the short wavelength region, light enters the SM800 fiber as
multimode, and higher ordermodeswere cleaned at the the nanofiber region. For the longwavelength region, it
is due to the sensitivity of the Si-detector. Secondly, the fine peaks; they exhibitsmatched free spectral range
(FSR) and amplitudes. Finally, the larger scale contrastmodulation ; itsmaximumaround 750 and 850 nmare
faithfully reproduced. To explain this contrastmodulation, we represent infigure 6(d) the reflectance of the
entwined region (i.e. without knot) calculated for the same condition. As observed previously, it depends
strongly on thewavelength. For instance, atλ≈800 nm, the reflectance ∣ ∣r 2 is zero; it corresponds to a scenario
without beamsplitter. As 100%of the light leaves the ring after one lap, there cannot be interferences, and the
resonance peaks contrast vanishes accordingly. Similarly when r2∼1, around 900 and 670 nm, the entwined
region acts as a simplemirror instead of a beam-splitter, and the resonance peaks fade aswell, since no light gets
inside the ring.

The length of the ring Lk determines the interval between the peaks in the spectrumknown as FSR and given
by uD = ( )c n LkFSR eff , where neff is the effective refractive index of air clad optical fiber. The analysis of the
spectrumgivesΔυFSR=2.21 THz, which corresponds to a cavity length of about 108 μm.Thefinesse varies
slightly along the spectrum reaching 8 from820 to 860 nm. In this range, wemeasure a quality factor of 1300. It
agrees well with the calculationwhich predicted aΔυFSR of 2.136 THz, afinesse of 7.5 and a quality factor of
1100. These calculations have been donewith an estimate of 35% losses, extracted from experimental data.With
the short cavity length and smallfiber radius, themode volumewe achieved is about 50 mm2. In the next section,
we push forward the analysis of the spectrum andwe identify an original birefringence effect.

4.1. Birefringence induced by ovalization under bending
Akeener look at the data reveals that two different resonancemodes (see insert curve infigure 7) contribute to
the spectrum, otherwise wewould observe regularly spaced peaks. The FSR for the differentmodes is slightly
offset.When the peaks positions of the twomodes are staggered, we can clearly see the two discrete peaks. To
identify the two values of FSR, we took the Fourier transformof the spectrum, which is plotted infigure 7. There,
we clearly see two distinct resonant contributions labeled 1 and 2. This shift between the FSR values corresponds
to a relative variation of the indices between the two propagatingmodes ofD = - =( )n n n 3.1%1 2 1 , with
n1 and n2 the effective refractive indices of bothmodes.

To determine the origin of this lifting of degeneracy, wewill now focus on themechanical properties of the
knot. As for the twisted loopwe have here a nanofiber under strong bending constraints. This bending implies
stress and relatedmechanical effect that we assume at the origin of themode splitting.We investigate two
possible sources of birefringence: (i) stress-induced birefringence (Bs) and (ii) ovalization-induced birefringence
(Bo) [22]. Stress-induced birefringence is awell-known phenomenon in opticalfiber [28]whereas ovalization-
induced birefringence is directly linked to the diameter of the fiber considered here.

Ovalization of an elastic rod is awell-knownphenomenon inmechanical engineering [29], and can be
commonly experiencedwhen bending an elastic tube. The perfect circular section of the tubewill change due to
the bending to an oval sectionwith its short axis along the direction of the bending. Such amechanism is
commonly neglected in optical fibers given the rigidity of standard fibers inwhich a bending force will lead to
stress-induced birefringence and break thefiber before leading to significant ovalization of the section.
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However, in our case, withfiber of nanometric diameter, themechanical properties are very different.
Moreover, the electromagnetic field is significantly less sensitive to stress, since it is largely localized outside the
fiber. The stress only affects the part of themode confined inside the silica.We evaluate the relative change of
indices due to stress to be ofΔ≈1.7%. This is not enough to explain the different values of FSRwe observed,
and leads us to consider ovalization, or Brazier effect, as a significant factor in the degeneracy lifting.

We observe that ovalization or Brazier effect also participates in the birefringence. Brazier effect is a
mechanical deformation that causes the ovalization of the cross-section of a bent tube. As shown in the
figure 8(a),σy is defined as the y component of the bending induced stress. The color in thefiber cross-section
shows the value ofσy given by [28]:

s = -( )( ) ( )K E x a2 , 8y
2 2 2

where E is the Young’smodulus of silica,K=1/R is the curvature of the longitudinal axis, and a is the fiber
radius. The value ofσy varies along the y axis from0GPa at the fiber surface to−0.03 GPa at y=0
(corresponding to the compression stress), which gives an increased circumferential strain atfiber surface along
the x axis and a reduced circumferential strain atfiber surface along the y axis [30]. This effect, named as Brazier
effect, caused the ovalization in the plane perpendicular to the bending axis. The relative displacement of two
axes can be approximated as [29]:

d = ( )aK0.553 , 9

where a is the initial fiber radius before bending. Taking into account themeasured loop radius (R≈11 μm)
and thefiber diameter we found a reduction of the fiber diameter of 1.5%parallel to the bending direction and
an increase of 1.5% in the normal direction. In contrast to standard fibers, this small change in the geometry will
have strong impact given the transverse distribution of the field. A difference of 3%of the radius, leads to a

Figure 7.Blue: Fourier transformof experimental transmission spectrum. Inset yellow: zoomof thefigure 6(b). Two different sets of
peaks can be seen. The correspondingΔυFSR are 2.21 and 2.28 THz (peaks location in the blue curve). This splitting corresponds to
different polarizationmodes undergoing birefringence along the propagation in the structure.

Figure 8.Brazier effect on a bent opticalfiber. (a) Schematic of thefiber cross-section (x–y plane) ovalization.σy is the y component of
the bending induced stress, representedwith the color scalewithin thefiber cross-section. θ is the angle of rotation of thefiber ends.
(b)Relative refractive index variation as a function of thefiber diameter change in percent comparedwith an initial diameter of
630 nm.
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difference of effective refractive index of - =+ -( )n n n 0.8%1.5% 1.5% , as shown infigure 8(b). The joint
effect of stress and ovalization give a birefringence of 2.5%,which is in reasonable agreementwith the observed
value (Δ=3.1%). The small discrepancy between these two values is likely due to the fact that the loop is not
perfectly circular (as visible infigure 6(a)) and therefore leads to a non-homogeneous ovalization and stress
effect along the ring.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported the fabrication and characterization of two optical devices based on looped
nanometrical opticalfibers. The nature of the devices changes with the topology of the loop. The entwined part
of the loop can be treatedwith the coupledmode theory and can be seen as a tunable beam splitter.We showed
that a twisted loop creates a Sagnac interferometer, of which the dephasing is tuned by the torsion applied on the
nanofiber. The second device is a cavity, simplymade out of a nanofiber knot.We analyzed its spectral response
and found afinesse of 8 and a quality factor of 1100.Unlike in common resonators, the coupling efficency into
the cavity strongly depends on thewavelength, whichmodulates the visibility of its resonances. It is reproduced
accurately by our theoreticalmodel. Both setups, Sagnac interferometer and Fabry–Perot resonator are essential
to photonics applications and optics in general. Theirminiaturized versions presented here pave theway toward
their integration in photonic circuits. A refined analysis of the cavity spectrum revealed that birefringence of a
bent nanofiber is also affected by ovalization of its profile, and not only by stress as a normal fiberwould be.With
both devices, we showed how sensitive nanofibers are tomechanical constraints.
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